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Wikipedia

The numerical value of the frac0on is determined by the local structure of the 
graph, whereas the behaviour near the cri0cal threshold is characterised by 

universal cri0cal exponents
Wikipedia
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Mathema0cal Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical 
Society , Volume 53 , Issue 3 , July 1957 , pp. 629 - 641

https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.cern.ch/core/journals/mathematical-proceedings-of-the-cambridge-philosophical-society
https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.cern.ch/core/journals/mathematical-proceedings-of-the-cambridge-philosophical-society
https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.cern.ch/core/journals/mathematical-proceedings-of-the-cambridge-philosophical-society/volume/B12EA3DD7B1CDFE06204AF39D9220BDE
https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.cern.ch/core/journals/mathematical-proceedings-of-the-cambridge-philosophical-society/issue/8C87E10289BD4F74393C838E5F53BF0D
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Different types of laZces: dimensionality (2D, 3D, …) and shape (square, honeycomb, … ) 

Type of percola0on: bond or site 
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2D site percola0on in a laZce

6

Start with an empty laZce Fill randomly a frac0on of the sites.

Percola0on deals with the 
proper0es of the clusters  

Define clusters by joining occupied 
neighbouring sites.
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previous (and next) pages. 
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f = 0.6f = 0.2 f = 0.8

Cri0cal behaviour at ≈0.59: a cluster spans from one border to the other.
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The spanning cluster  
can be ‘destroyed’ by removing few sites 
Is ‘infinite’ but contains a ‘vanishing’ frac0on of the occupied sites 
It contains large holes: its mass varies as a power law with fractal exp. 

The mass (number of occupied sites) of a cluster varies as a func0on of 
r (the distance from a site to another site) as  m(r)∽ rD, where D = 2 for 

a regular 2D cluster but is 91/48≈1.9 for site percola0on.

This fractal dimension (df) is one of the cri0cal exponents men0oned before.

Is infinite in the thermodynamic limit
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The probability p that a site belongs to the infinite cluster (order parameter) is 
zero below the cri0cal concentra0on pC, and increases above it as P∞ ∽(p-pC)β

Introduc0on to percola0on theory,  

Bunde and Kantelhardt
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The mean distance between two sites in the same finite cluster 
defines the correla0on length that increases towards the cri0cal 

concentra0on as χ∽|p-pC|-ν

The probability p that a site belongs to the infinite cluster (order parameter) is 
zero below the cri0cal concentra0on pC, and increases above it as P∞ ∽(p-pC)β

Introduc0on to percola0on theory,  

Bunde and Kantelhardt

These cri0cal exponents depend only on the dimension, but not the type of the laZce. 
The three coefficients are related: df = d - β/ν 
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Let n(p,m) be the number of clusters of size m at the concentra0on p. 
One can define a ‘free energy’ using the genera0on func0on h: 

F = Σn(p,m) exp(-h m) 
(where the sum is over all clusters except the infinite one) 
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Let n(p,m) be the number of clusters of size m at the concentra0on p. 
One can define a ‘free energy’ using the genera0on func0on h: 

F = Σn(p,m) exp(-h m) 
(where the sum is over all clusters except the infinite one) 

The first deriva0ve, evaluated at h=0, is related to P∞ introduced in the previous slide 
The second deriva0ve is related to the suscep0bility  

χ(p) = Σm2n(p,m)/p∽|p-pC|-γ 
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To learn something about percola0on one studies random laZces of different sizes at 
different concentra0ons. 

E.g. the cri0cal exponents can be obtained by ploZng their behaviour as a func0on of the 
laZce size. 

How to do this efficiently? 
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Analysis of a laZce in O(N) opera0ons

Observables for all p at once in O(N) 
opera0ons
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Algorithm for Qn 
Sites are added in a random order star0ng with an empty laZce 
⇾ each site gets a unique label and a weight 
An added site can form a new cluster, join a single cluster or join together 
several clusters 
⇾ use a tree structure to keep track of the belonging of a site to a cluster 
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Measure Qn 

The full algorithm is 73 lines in C++ (found in the Appendix of PRE64 (2001) 016706)
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The Newman-Ziff algorithm: my code (1/3)

15

If empty, has a default value. 
If part of a cluster points to its ‘parent’. 

If root of cluster has minus the size of the cluster.

Occupy the cells in a random order

Precompute the neighbours of each cell
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Fill each neighbour

If needed, wrap around.
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The Newman-Ziff algorithm: my code (3/3)

17

Loop over cells

Study next cell
Check each neighbour in turn

If empty, done; 
If not, get the root of its cluster

If needed, merge clusters

Compute whatever you want

Show the results
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Con0nuum percola0on
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Most real problems do not occur in a laZce, but in a con0nuum. 
The Newman-Ziff algorithm has been extended to this case

Con0nuum and laZce percola0on are in the same universality class. 
They have the same cri0cal exponents but different transi0on points.
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Mertens and Moore, PRE 86, 
061109 (2012)



Con0nuum percola0on: changes to the algorithm
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In this case the cells can overlap and there is not a fixed number of neighbours.

Mertens and Moore, PRE 86, 
061109 (2012)

Use a grid to make an efficient search for neighbours.
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Some applica0ons of interest today: Ecology
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Two different types of grasshoppers simulated. 
Simula0ons describe observa0ons.

Three types of cells 
Different probabili0es of moving on the laZce.
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Bi-modal distribu0on of market shares. 
Model with a laZce populated with agents. 

Quality as a weight for transport.

Play with quality, preferences.
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Wa|s, Strogat, Nature 393, 440–442 (1998)



Some applica0ons of interest today: Network robustness
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Some applica0ons of interest today: QCD and the QGP
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